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Venice has features not found in other cities. Etc. that there on the ocean, it is a space-like labyrinth, it is 
surrounded by beautiful buildings of many built in the age of the Republic, he has passed down to modern 
space, style and brilliant era of prosperous, for example. On small islands floating in the sea, its origin is a 
community that is formed in the center of the church. The reason why is that the whole island one after. That 
the urban space of typical Venetian was born, the church should have therefore involved. Had the most 
powerful force in the Republic era religious facilities, Venice has been occupied, many have been lost in the 
course of the road of modernization. However, in order to easily converted Fortunately, a wide space and 
structure Religious have utilized a variety of today have been made. In this study, to clarify Venetian Religious 
conversion applications are also being carried out in what way, and how are being utilized and we intended 
that what Venice is inherited in the modern world, to know what was given to the city charm. 
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